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From the Provost

Dear Simon’s Rock family and friends,
Fall is always an invigorating time at Simon’s Rock and this season is
no exception. As we enjoy the infusion of energy from new first years
and returning students, I’d like to update you on the many exciting
events that rounded out last year.
In May, the board of overseers installed Stuart Breslow as chair, succeeding Emily Fisher who remains
on the board. Stuart P’07, an attorney, brings to the position a deep passion for the unique mission of
Simon’s Rock.
Next, May’s commencement was glorious. We were delighted to host Ben S. Bernanke, chair of the
board of governors of the Federal Reserve, as our commencement speaker. Dr. Bernanke’s connection
to the College is deep, with two graduates (son Joel Bernanke ’00 and daughter-in-law Elise Kent Bernanke ’00) and one overseer (wife Anna Bernanke) in his immediate family. His thoughtful comments on
innovation and growth were appreciated by our community and reported by the many journalists
in attendance.
Immediately after commencement, most students left campus of course, but a handful remained
working in Admission, the Daniel Arts Center, and in the labs of the Fisher Science and Academic Center.
The Fisher was also home base for our first major summer event, a two-day conference in the social
sciences. “Materialism and the Colony,” organized by Associate Professor Asma Abbas, attracted faculty
and graduate students from 20 colleges and universities around the world, including Simon’s Rock.
Much of our summer programming takes place in the Daniel Arts Center. Highlights included the
Berkshire Playwrights Lab’s first-ever full production, four concerts celebrating the Aston Magna Music
Festival’s 41st year, and multiple shows from the Berkshire Fringe Festival (led by two Simon’s Rock
alumni) and Mass Live Arts. In August, Simon’s Rock hosted A Broader Way, a musical theater camp for
underserved girls from New York City, run by Broadway favorites Taye Diggs and Idina Menzel. Finally,
as the academic year got underway, a new play, Leap Year, presented by Shakespeare & Company and
starring Professor Karen Beaumont, premiered in the McConnell Theater. For the first time this summer,
Shakespeare & Company also held part of its Summer Training Institute on campus.
In addition to welcoming visitors, we hosted reunion and our own summer programs, including the
second annual Berkshire Writing Workshop and the 28th year of the Young Writers’ Workshop.
At the end of August, the Rock welcomed 146 first years from across the country and the globe. If there
is anything typical about new Rockers, it’s that each entering class displays an incredible diversity of
talent, interest, and spirit. This year’s crew of students includes a falconer, an origami master, not one
but two fencers, and a successful small business owner.
Your support is critical to our efforts to attract students like these, and offer them the one-of-a-kind
experience of a Simon’s Rock education. This year, thanks to your generosity, the College met an
ambitious annual giving goal. With your help, we look forward to advancing the College’s achievements
and those of individual students.
We also look forward to enriching your connection to the Rock. Don’t let this publication be your only
window into the life of the college. A visit to campus is a wonderful way to reconnect with the Rock’s
influence on your own path. Come for Reunion; come to a Discovery Day; just drop in. Whether the
campus is as you remember or looks quite changed, a visit will remind you of what you took away from
your time here. We want the Rock to remain as vital for you as it is to the current generation of students
who are seizing their moment to explore, stretch, and envision a bold intellectual life for themselves.
Sincerely,
Peter Laipson
Provost and Vice President
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Mentoring in the Laboratory
		 Leads to
		 Lives in the S
		Sciences

omething is going wrong in the tight quarters of Professor
Mike Bergman’s advanced physics lab. Bergman and Yahya
Al-Khatatbeh, a postdoctoral researcher and instructor in physics,
are scrutinizing a tiny furnace that sits atop a crowded counter that
runs the length of the small cinder block–walled room. The space on the
first floor of the Fisher Science and Academic Center is so crammed with
equipment that a casual observer might mistake it for a storage room,
rather than the site of geophysics research that has been funded through
a series of National Science Foundation grants since 1997.
The goal of Bergman’s experiments is a better understanding of the
structure of the earth’s core. In the lab, he and his team manufacture
zinc alloy cylinders and subject them to extremes of temperature and
pressure to attempt to replicate conditions at the center of the earth.
But today, the furnace doesn’t appear to be reaching the temperatures
necessary for the experiment, and both scientists are clearly frustrated.
They check logs, examine connections, and throw out a list of the
possible culprits: wires, thermocouples, thermometers. Soon, Mike calls
on his summer interns, Megan Patoskie ’11, Eldred Lee ’12, and Harry
Gao ’12, to join the troubleshooting session. Mike’s frustration recedes
as he engages the students in the mystery, enumerating the different
variables that might be responsible for the malfunction. The students
propose a sequence of tests to try to identify where the problem lies:
is it in the thermometer or the furnace itself? The temperature controller,
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a separate piece of equipment, seems to have switched from measuring
degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit, but no one knows why or if this is
related to the problem. The students have a list of options to check and
recheck. After reiterating some basic safety guidelines, Mike leaves the
students in charge of the process.
Even at Simon’s Rock, where taking students’ abilities and contributions
seriously is the norm, Mike’s success as a mentor stands out. Over the
years, Mike estimates, at least 25 science students have worked in his
lab thanks to those NSF grants. More than a few alumni cite the
experience as critical to determining their own academic and career
paths. They don’t necessarily replicate Mike’s work or even enter his
specific field, he is careful to point out. “There’s one [former student]
who’s pursuing a PhD at Yale [in an area] very close to this field,” Mike
recalls. “And there are a couple who’ve gone on in ionospheric physics,
which is sort of earth science-like.” But most don’t become geophysicists. So if they’re not exactly following in Mike’s footsteps, how does
his influence manifest?
Mark Liffiton ’97 is now assistant professor of computer science at
Illinois Wesleyan University after earning his PhD at the University of
Michigan. Mark was one of Mike’s first hires under the NSF grants, and
he credits Mike with giving him not just exposure to, but enthusiasm for,
both research and teaching. “Working for Mike was my first introduction
to research, in the sense that I had known what it was in the form of
media reports on this or that discovery or result, but now I was doing it,
directly experiencing it. And I liked it!” he explains. “The challenge
of solving problems no one had solved before, asking and answering
questions for which no one yet had an answer . . . it’s both enjoyable
and fulfilling in a way not many things are. Mike introduced me to that
and really let me get my hands dirty with it. Later, when contemplating
graduate school and possible careers, that experience helped guide me.
When I realized that I was very interested in both research (primarily
exposed to it by Mike) and teaching (modeled by Mike and other great
teachers I’ve had), it was easy to see that a PhD and a career in
academia were natural choices.”

Mike Carter ’00 was one of the students in the first cohort of Simon’s
Rock’s popular “3/2” engineering program with Columbia University, a
program Mike Bergman was instrumental in launching. (The five-year
program allows students to earn a BA at the Rock, followed by a BS in
engineering at Columbia.) Mike eventually chose a new career path,
medicine, and is currently a radiology resident at the University of Michigan. Reflecting on Mike’s influence, he says, “I chose medicine more on
my own, but Mike made it a lot easier to get there. My Columbia degree

Even at Simon’s Rock, where taking
students’ abilities and contributions
seriously is the norm, Mike’s success
as a mentor stands out. Over the years,
Mike estimates, at least 25 science
students have worked in his lab thanks
to those NSF grants.
has definitely opened some doors, and without Mike’s efforts I never
would have had that opportunity. As a teacher, Mike Carter says that
Mike Bergman was demanding in the best possible way. “His classes
were rigorous but interesting, and his tests were legendary for their
difficulty. Having Mike as a professor inspired the best from me because
I had to know the material well enough to derive answers on his exams.
It wasn’t enough to know how to use equations, and gaining the level of
competence to succeed in those scenarios really helped later on.”
Val Izzo ’96, who now works at the Center for Energy Research at the
University of California, San Diego, is similarly enthusiastic about Mike’s
influence. “Working in Mike’s lab was my first experience doing any
kind of research, so it certainly influenced my decision to continue along
those lines.” She continues, laughing, “Although it’s possible that my
experience doing experimental work with him had a direct impact on my
becoming a theorist!” Her work now is focused on computer modeling of
the physical processes that limit the efficiency of laboratory fusion (with
the goal of removing barriers to using fusion as a viable energy source).
If it seems far away from her Simon’s Rock thesis, which was directly
related to the work she did in Mike’s lab, it is. And yet, she says, “It’s
heavily grounded in electricity and magnetism, so I certainly got my initial
introduction to the field in Mike’s E&M class way back then.”
Twenty minutes later, current students Megan, Eldred, and Harry check
back in with Mike in the classroom that adjoins the advanced physics
lab. They’ve tested every factor they discussed with their professor,
and none of them seem to be causing the malfunction. Mike apologizes
profusely for having such a frustrating situation in his lab while it’s under
a writer’s scrutiny. However, he laughs, “This is what lab life is like.
This particular problem isn’t particularly interesting from a scientific
standpoint, but it’s representative of much of what scientists do.” It’s
also representative of the work Mike does, diligently, patiently, and with
great good humor, preparing students year after year for life and work
in and out of the lab.
Epilogue: Interesting or not, Mike left the interview for this article determined to reengage with the problem in his lab. After less than five minutes, he emerged victorious: the temperature controller had inadvertently
been reset to read input from the wrong type of thermocouple, hence the
data discrepancy. Mike hopes to publish the results of this experiment
this year.
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The Board of Overseers
Welcomes New Chair
Stuart Breslow P’07
Incoming chair of the Board of Overseers Stuart Breslow’s discovery of Simon’s Rock was
both serendipitous and fortuitous. He first learned of the College via an advertisement in a
local theater. Several years later, when he and his wife, Anne Miller, an orthopedic hand
surgeon, were trying to find a good educational fit for their son, Philip, he remembered the
College. Philip was enrolled in an independent school in New Jersey, had aced four AP exams
in the 10th grade, and was very focused on learning Latin and classical Greek. The head of
school, Stuart recalls, was blunt. “He basically said, ‘There’s not much more we can do for
him here,’ and that’s when we started exploring Simon’s Rock.”

Provost Peter Laipson welcomes Stuart Breslow.

Simon’s Rock was a good fit for Philip both academically and socially, and Stuart and Anne, grateful for his positive experience, became active donors.
Stuart, an attorney and chief compliance officer at Morgan Stanley, was tapped to serve on the board’s finance committee, and when Philip graduated
in 2011, Stuart became a full trustee. “I saw through our own experience how important this was to Phil,” Stuart recalls. For Philip, who moderated in
linguistics and music theory, Simon’s Rock, Stuart continues, “was the transformative experience of his life.”
Stuart was inspired to take on the challenge of succeeding Emily Fisher as board chair not only by his own loyalty to the College, but also by the deep
commitment he sees in both students and faculty at Simon’s Rock. “The faculty here have made a conscious decision to teach intellectually precocious
students, and both faculty and students take a lot away from it—there’s a deep sense of engagement on both sides of the equation. Faculty members
thrive on kids with really fresh ideas.”
Inspired by his predecessor’s commitment and advocacy, Stuart sees himself building on Emily’s long and successful stewardship. “The goal is to take
a fresh look, to make sure that what we do here is all with an eye toward making the College self-sustaining for the long haul.”
A liberal arts graduate himself (he studied urban affairs in the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton), Stuart is also driven by his deep belief in the
critical role this type of education plays in graduates’ future success. “Technical training isn’t evergreen in the same way that this education is,”
he explains. “Liberal arts are the key to career success. One can’t look out ten years and know where the world will be. A disciplined liberal arts
education prepares you better for a rapidly changing business and cultural world. . . . Personal interaction between faculty and students at a place
like this is priceless. And I will be a tireless promoter of the school any way I can.”

Simon’s Rock
Bookshelf
Did we miss your latest
publication?

Please be sure to share your news with us at
editors@simons-rock.edu.
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Dean Adams P’12, Four Thousand Hooks: A True Story of Fishing and Coming of Age
on the High Seas of Alaska (University of Washington Press, 2012)
Alison Bechdel ’77, Are You My Mother?: A Comic Drama
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012)
David Epstein ’95, Left, Right, Out: The History of Third Parties in America
(Arts and Letters Imperium Publishing, 2012)
Annie Finch ’73, Spells: New and Selected Poems (Wesleyan, 2013)
Peter Filkins, The View We’re Granted (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012)
Caitlin McDonald ’01, Belly Dance Around the World: New Communities,
Performance, and Identity (McFarland, 2013)
Ashley Hope Pérez ’00, The Knife and the Butterfly (Carolrhoda Books, 2012)
Bernard F. Rodgers Jr., Salman Rushdie (Critical Insights) (Salem Press, 2012)
Mishka Shubaly ’92, Bachelor Number One (Kindle Singles, 2012)
Laura Sayre ’86, Fields of Learning: The Student Farm Movement in North America
(University of Kentucky Press, 2011)
Prageeta Sharma ’89, Undergloom (Fence Books, 2013)
Anne Thalheimer ’91, What You Don’t Get (Anne Thalheimer, 2013)
Bill Tipper ’73, The Nature of Yoga (Prakasha Press, 2012)

f r o m t h e alu m ni l e ad e r s h ip c o uncil
Dear Rockers,
As the recently elected co-chairs of the Alumni Leadership Council (ALC), we want to share
with you a bit about what has been happening and what the ALC and the College are working
together to achieve in the next year.
It was a banner year for alumni involvement and giving. For the first time, alumni donations
topped $500,000. This powerful milestone will help the College in broader fundraising goals
by demonstrating to foundations, philanthropists, and other outside donors the support of
the greater Simon’s Rock community. Thank you for your generosity and continued support!

Paul Goldschmidt ’84

Harry Marker ’05

It wasn’t just the money. These past few years have seen a number of changes (for the better, in our opinion) in how the College and
the alumni have been working together, including:
•	Reviving campus reunions and this Simon’s Rock Magazine
• Creating a career services office with dedicated staff to benefit students and alumni
•	Modifying the logo of the College so that it once again features the sapling/hemlock/tree of knowledge
For these and other activities, we want specifically to acknowledge and thank our outgoing chairperson, Nicole Fitting ’93JA. During
her years as ALC chair, Nicole played an integral role as a bridge between the alumni and the College. In addition to the accomplishments just described, Nicole worked hard on the recent memorial to mark the 20th anniversary of the most difficult day our
community has ever experienced. Take a bow, Nicole!
The ALC is gearing up for a new academic year. We are planning initiatives in student recruitment, fundraising, career services for
alumni and students, regional chapter gatherings, and campus reunions. Also, the ALC will continue to celebrate alumni with its
2013 Outstanding Alumni Awards. The award winners will be announced soon and highlighted in the next magazine. Finally, keep
an eye out for the Alumni and Parent Speaker Series that will highlight members of the Simon’s Rock community who are doing
remarkable things in business, the arts, science, law and policy, media, medicine, and almost any other field you can imagine.
Whether it is volunteering for Admission or Career Services; taking part in affinity groups for alumni attorneys, doctors, writers, or
media professionals; participating in the Alumni and Parent Speaker Series; attending a reunion; hosting a local gathering; giving
generously to fundraising efforts; making a personal visit to campus; or sending your ideas about how the Rock can serve its
alumni; please be part of the coming year’s activities. If you have any ideas about how the ALC can support alumni or Simon’s Rock,
please feel free to share them with us by sending an email to sralc@simons-rock.edu.
Your involvement makes our community better. Here’s to a great year ahead. See you out there!
Sincerely,
Paul Goldschmidt ’84		Harry Marker ’05
Middleton, WI			
New York, NY

The 2013–2014 Alumni Leadership Council: Charlotte Anderholt ’01, Cat Belfer ’88, Jochai Ben-Avie ’06,
Keith Brierley-Bowers ’80 (ALC Representative to the Board of Overseers), Jennifer Browdy de Hernandez ’78,
Brian Conley ’96, Christopher Derhammer-Hill ’86, Cordelia Derhammer-Hill ’86, Nicole Fitting ’93JA, Hillary Gardner ’02,
Paul Goldschmidt ’84, Audrey Kalman ’77, Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93, Harry Marker ’05, Evelina Shmukler ’93
Alumni currently on the Board of Overseers: Loren AliKhan ’99, Jamie Clark ’76, Christopher Derhammer-Hill ’86,
Mark Leiter ’81, Alvin Loshak ’92, John McWhorter ’81, Sally Unger ’73
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Conference organizers David L.G. Rice, Asma Abbas, and
Auritro Majumder.

Materialism
and the Colony
		

by Anne O’Dwyer

T

his past May, Simon’s Rock hosted its first academic conference
in many years: “Materialism and the Colony.” It was organized
by Asma Abbas, Simon’s Rock faculty in political science and
philosophy, and her students, along with Auritro Majumder, PhD
candidate in English at Syracuse University, and David L. Gonzalez Rice,
professor of classics at Connecticut College. It involved two days of panel
discussions by faculty and graduate students from over 20 colleges and
universities across the country and internationally, as well as faculty and
graduates from Simon’s Rock.

The organizers initiated the conference with a “provocation” to theorists
across the social sciences and humanities: When there is a crisis,
theorists and practitioners are often under pressure to explain or “fix”
the crisis—whatever it is—with simplified and de-historicized analyses
or solutions. Instead, the conference call proclaimed, social scientists
need the opportunity to ask the hard questions raised by the history of
methodologies as they entwine with politics and history, especially with
colonialism, idealism, and fascism. To attend this conference was to
take a step away from the all-too-common simplified and de-historicized
analyses, and to immerse oneself in a community of scholars asking
some very challenging intellectual questions.
This conference was representative of what we do here at Simon’s
Rock in so many ways. It grew out of an educational experience at the
College: The Proseminar in the Social Scientific Inquiry. This course,
offered annually or semiannually since 2008, through an array of guest
lecturers and workshop leaders, offers students the opportunity for
intellectual exchanges with social scientists and interdisciplinary scholars.
Throughout the Proseminar, students (and faculty) are expected to
think and write collaboratively, expansively, and rigorously, honing their
methodological and research skills, en route to preparing papers for
professional conferences, planning for senior theses, and contemplating
postbaccalaureate life. Proseminars have included Home and the Haunts
of Modernity; In the Beginning: The Chimera of Origins; Possession:
Identity, Spatialities, Ownership; and What’s the Matter with Minerva’s
Owl? Time and Temporality in Social Research.
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The conference events were organized in keeping with the spirit of
the Proseminars. Many conferences offer a slate of various panels at
different times, and participants run to and fro to get from one unrelated
talk to another. At our conference, all the panelists and attendees stayed
together, all listening to each others’ work and contributing to each
discussion. The close of the conference was striking, as participants
responded to (or offered reflections on) the provocation that brought the
scholars together.
Finally, what most impressed so many of us was how the conference
highlighted the caliber of the scholarly work being done here at Simon’s
Rock. Several Simon’s Rock faculty contributed to the events including
Katie Boswell (anthropology), Chris Coggins (geography and Asian studies),
Joan DelPlato (art history), and Dan Neilson (economics).
However, it was the contributions of Simon’s Rock students and recent
alumni that most impressed the attendees. Numerous faculty from other
colleges and universities commented to me that this conference had
shown them the quality of our students—the writing and scholarship
they are able to accomplish after four years at Simon’s Rock. Sitting in
the audience listening to the panels afforded me among my proudest
moments—and best learning opportunities—at Simon’s Rock.

“Materialism and the Colony”:
A Student’s Perspective
by Colin Eubank ’11

The “Materialism and the Colony” conference came at a crucial time
for Simon’s Rock, marking the fifth anniversary of the “Proseminar in
Social, Political, and Humanistic Inquiry” created by Asma Abbas and
the Social Studies division. This class has become a beacon of interdisciplinary collaboration at the Rock, and the campus enthusiastically
responded to the opportunity to host the working conference.
An organizing committee of students drawn from the division of
Social Studies, the Proseminar, and Students for Social Thought and
Research (STAR) worked throughout the spring semester to plan and
publicize the conference.
Conference participants had the chance to discuss and respond to
the actions and decisions made by institutions and people in the
past while also talking about the ramifications of these actions and
decisions on the present and future. A room full of approximately 60
professors and scholars from diverse academic, social, and cultural
backgrounds got to the crux of numerous key questions that the
academy and society at large must face.
One significant affirmation at the conference was the need for poetics
in tandem with politics. The use of discourse and language with
politics should not be compromised or simplified, as often happens.
Participants also succeeded in locating areas of disagreement while
never failing to highlight the places where they did agree. Desire,
suffering, attachment, subjectivity, and the stakes of difference were
just a few points that participants identified for further exploration.
Tracing and acknowledging the demarcations of academic
disciplines and the challenges they posed to the way the group
approached and discussed topics was a remarkable feat. To move
beyond saying that economics, anthropology, sociology, postcolonial
studies, literary studies, and political theory do not agree on every
point, and instead find places in which scholars from these fields
can and need to converse was an spectacular accomplishment.
To bear witness to such a great event, let alone have a hand at
organizing it, was an immense learning experience. The rewards of
the conference could not have been possible without the fantastic
leadership of Asma Abbas, whose faith in not just the organizing
committee, but in the potential for Simon’s Rock, is boundless.
The Materialism and the Colony working conference displayed not
just an awe-inspiring amount of collaborative insight among professors, scholars, and Simon’s Rock alums, but also among multiple
departments of the college. ITS, Physical Plant, Chartwells Dining
Services, Community Council, Academic Affairs, Transportation,
Student Life, Admission, Security, and others all contributed to
making the conference a success.
Colin Eubank is a junior from Avalon, CA, moderating in Political Science and
Cross-Cultural Relations.
Members of the “Materialism and the Colony” organizing committee:
Gabe Salgado (staff advisor) ’05, Jon Durfee (Co-Leader) ’09, Colin Eubank
(Co-Leader) ’11, Meredith Basler ’10, Zak Breckenridge ’09, Ciaran Finlayson ’11,
Jody Leonard ’11, and Lucy Peterson ’09.

Women Writing
Resistance, Together
by Jennifer Browdy de Hernandez ’78

When I decided to edit a second Women Writing
Resistance anthology, collecting the writings of African
women on a variety of personal and political issues,
I knew I would need some partners. As a comparatist
who focuses on world literature by women and global
feminism, I had a good sense of the big picture of
women’s rights worldwide, but I did not have the depth
of knowledge on African women necessary to ensure
that the anthology would adequately represent and
address their specific concerns.
Enter Rockers Pauline Dongala and Omotayo Jolaosho.
Pauline was then writing her BA thesis, which relates
her own story to broader social and spiritual issues. Tayo,
a recent Simon’s Rock alum when we began working
together, was on her way to a doctorate in cultural
anthropology at Rutgers. Pauline is originally from
Congo-Brazzaville and Tayo from Nigeria, and both had
experienced firsthand some of the challenges faced by
contemporary African women. They were the perfect
partners for me and Anne Serafin, the African literature
scholar I also invited to collaborate on the project.
Working with Pauline and Tayo was a joy. Together we
crafted a call for proposals, and when the responses
flooded in from African women all over the world, we
spent hours organizing the strongest submissions into
the categories that eventually become our seven topical
sections.
Pauline and I worked together to translate two interviews
that had been conducted in French: one with her mother
and another with a Babongo (Pygmy) woman, one of
the first such interviews ever to appear in print. We also
organized panel presentations and appeared together
at various conferences and special events.
“For me, collaborating in editing the anthology was
an exciting experience,” Pauline says. “The team we
formed was a group of strong women, and we worked
respectfully with each other in terms of sharing the
decision making and listening carefully to each other’s
ideas. Working together helped me find an outlet to say
what I wanted to share with a larger audience.”
African Women Writing Resistance was published in
2011 by the University of Wisconsin Press, with simultaneous publication in the UK by Pambazuka Press for
distribution in Europe, Australia, and Africa. The first
anthology, Women Writing Resistance: Essays on Latin
America and the Caribbean, was published in 2003 by
South End Press.
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Commencement 2013

T

his spring’s commencement was held on May 18, 2013.
Several hundred family members and friends came to campus
to celebrate the 70 AA and 50 BA graduates. Ben S. Bernanke,
chair of the board of governors of the Federal Reserve, father
and father-in-law to two Rockers, and husband of Overseer Anne
Bernanke, delivered the commencement address. Amanda Marie
Johnston of Sheffield, MA, AA class speaker, and BA speaker Mohammed
Adawulai of Kete-Krachi, Ghana, captured the crowd’s imagination with
their passionate articulation of the significance of the Rock to their lives
and learning.

AA class speaker Amanda Marie Johnston.

“Thank you for believing in me,
for pushing me to think deeper,
write better, and to simply leave
as a better person than I was when
I came to Simon’s Rock. . . . ”
—Mohammed Adawulai

Ben S. Bernanke, chair of the board of governors of the
Federal Reserve.
Photos: Lisa Vollmer
BA class speaker Mohammed Adawulai.
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Video from the Commencement ceremony is available
at simons-rock.edu/2013-videos

2013 Simon’s Rock
Legacies . . .

alu m ni s p o t lig h t

The Organizing Principle

Elliot Wesley Kang ’12, William Taylor Kang ’09,
Julian Claire Mia Kang ’10.

Lucien Dante Lazar ’11 & Fiona Lanai Lazar ’09.

“People are attracted to politics for
funny reasons,” says political organizer
Tom Lindenfeld ’71. In his case, the
reasons don’t seem funny so much as
inspiring. “Let’s start with the theory
that the reason I’m in politics and the
reason people should run for office is
to make change. The problems that we
have with schools, the environment,
poverty . . . the problems that we have,
have to change.”
Tom’s career, which began when he dropped out of Simon’s Rock (the first time—
more on that in a bit) to work on George McGovern’s 1972 presidential campaign,
has been devoted to supporting candidates and causes who share his progressive
bent. He specializes, he says, in the “gritty” parts of elections, like getting out the
vote and grassroots organizing, and though he’s spent plenty of time working for
would-be congressional representatives, senators, and yes, presidents, his preferred
territory is big city mayoral campaigns. Tom has aided the campaigns of mayors in
Detroit, Houston, Atlanta, and other cities, including his adopted hometown,
Washington, DC.
The attraction, for him, is simple. “When people step out their front door, they don’t
care who their senator or governor is. What happens outside their door or in their
neighborhood is their mayor’s responsibility.” The other intriguing part of city campaigns: “I’m fascinated by races about race, and you can’t find a big city mayoral race
without that.”

Colby Ansel Horn ’08 & Taylor Bradley Horn ’09.

Caroline Wood Bacon Hopewell ’79, William Blake
Hopewell ’08, Brian Hopewell ’73.

Tom’s interest in difference, he believes, is grounded in his parents’ experiences as
World War II refugees and his own New Jersey childhood. His father, Peter Lindenfeld,
taught physics at Rutgers, and the family’s neighborhood was sandwiched between
Italian and African American communities. “My introduction to politics was all about
race. . . . My interest has to do with what it takes to be accepted, and to understand
and have empathy for people quite different from myself.”
That fascination with difference and deep empathy guided Tom’s most meaningful
work at Simon’s Rock, too. “The most important component of my time [at Simon’s
Rock] was an independent study period between semesters. The goal was to establish
a project and then do it somewhere, on campus or somewhere in the world. I got
really interested in prisons.” That project led to a summer job in the Trenton State
Prison, and eventually (after he dropped out of the Rock the second time) to a job as
a researcher in criminal justice at Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public &
International Affairs.
When a professor discovered that his young colleague had never graduated, as Tom
says, “from anything,” he encouraged Tom to apply to Princeton. Laughs Tom, “They
even gave me credit for a year at Simon’s Rock,” and his senior thesis won a prize
for excellence.

Montgomery (Monty) Hill ’06 and Kim Hill ’09.

Despite the fits and starts of his own attendance at the Rock, Tom is bemused by
his own continuing sense of devotion to the College. When he came here, he was a
“precocious young punk. Simon’s Rock gave me my first real learning experiences . . .
I really did learn how to be a student. How to read, write, structure my time, get my
work done,” and most of all: “Be part of an intellectual community”—strong praise
from someone whose life’s work is all about community.
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thank you,

donors
You did it again. For the fourth year in a row,
Simon’s Rock supporters increased their
contributions to the College, its students,
and alumni.
Thanks to this four-year winning streak, our
community is in the midst of a depth and
breadth of philanthropic support that has no
previous precedent at the College. Today’s
Simon’s Rock supporters are—in fact—
creating the next era of our early college.
Over the past four years, contributions to the
Fund for Simon’s Rock from supporters at-large
have more than doubled. Alumni giving to the
College tripled in this period.
In this past 2012–13 year, all gifts and
grants to Simon’s Rock totaled approximately
$3.3 million.
Your gifts kindle a reality where the original
Simon’s Rock mission boldly abides, and its
manifestation—through on-campus academics,
study abroad and away, intercollegiate partnerships, a next generation of teaching-centric
and devoted faculty, caring staff, health and
counseling services, career support for students
and alumni, and diversity by all measures—
is richer than ever.
If you haven’t been on campus in a while,
please come take a look. It is remarkable to
see what your gifts have accomplished.
Thank you for changing lives forever through
your gifts to Simon’s Rock.
The College gratefully acknowledges the
alumni, parents, and friends listed here who
made a gift to Simon’s Rock during the 2012
fiscal year, which began on July 1, 2012,
and ended on June 30, 2013.
KEY:
l	Member of the Board of Overseers or an

overseer-affiliated foundation

n	Member of the Alumni Leadership Council
s	Member of the Parent Leadership Council
u	The Sapling Society identifies those loyal donors

who have given consecutively in the previous
five or more years.
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$100,000 and above
The Barrington Foundation Inc. l u
James M. Clark ’76 l u
Emily H. Fisher P’83 l u
The John S. and Cynthia L. Reed
Foundation
The Sealark Foundation l
Scott Shenker and Mary Ruth
Quinn P’09 & ’11
In honor of Sam Ruhmkorff
and Asma Abbas
$25,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Margaret Kendrick Blodgett
Foundation l u
Stuart Breslow and
Anne Miller-Breslow P ’07 l u
In honor of Philip S. Breslow ’07
David Brown
John K. Hall l u
Murray and Patti Liebowitz l u
Alvin ’92 and Chelsey Loshak l u
Riversville Foundation
The Spingold Foundation Inc. l u
The Stewart Foundation
In honor of Emily H. Fisher’s
birthday
$15,000–$24,999
Anonymous l
Zachary ’85 and Allison Julius u
$10,000–$14,999
Anonymous (2)
Catherine Fisher ’83
Paul W. Goldschmidt ’84 u
Nita Ing ’71
Bernie F. Rodgers Jr. n u
In memory of Jane Rodgers
Sally E. Unger ’73 l u
In honor of Rodney Christopher ’86
Miriam Weizenbaum ’76
$5,000–$9,999
Susan Beckerman P ’96 &’99 l u
Christopher ’86 and Cordelia ’86
Derhammer-Hill l n u
Jesse A. Fecker ’92 u
Julia and Robert Greifeld P’05 l
Peter Laipson and Alison Lobron l
In honor of Emily H. Fisher’s
extraordinary tenure as chair of
the Board of Overseers
Zane Lazer ’86 and Margaret
	Heath Lazer ’82
Morgan Stanley Cybergrants, Inc. l
Glenn M. Peacock ’83 and
Joel Palefsky u
In memory of Dottie-Lou Brokaw
John and Mary Lynn Pergantis P’12
In memory of Alice Nichols
Karelas
Karen Pessione ’82
Jeffrey Resnick ’80 u
In memory of Florence Resnick
Rose and Kiernan, Inc.
Joanna Seltzer ’99, Henry Seltzer ’02,
and Richard and Kim Seltzer
In honor of Elvira and Gilbert
Isaacs
Sabrena A. Silver ’85
Patricia J.S. Simpson P’86 u
Sprague Foundation, Inc.
Larry Swales and Dr. Ya-Hui
Laurie Pan P’00 u
In honor of Dr. Stephanie ’00
and Frank Swales Scalambrino

Judith and Ba Win P’90, ’91,
& ’92 u		
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Provost Circle: $1,000–$4,999
Lori and Dean Adams P’12
Loren AliKhan ’99 l u
Anonymous (2)
Jane Armstrong P’96
In honor of Hendrik Doorn ’96
Samir Arora ’02
Adam P. Bartos ’70
Maryana Bhak ’80 and Jong Bhak
In honor of Margaret Lazer ’82
Jill B. Blanchard ’90 u
In memory of Galen Gibson ’90
Lee and Jacki Breisacher P’08
Mellena Bridges and Gregory
Curry P’08
In honor of Hannah BridgesCurry ’08
Keith ’80 and Penny ’81 BrierleyBowers P’08 & ’12 u n s
Sandra Brinkert and Lynn
Brown P’08
David Byrd ’78 and Ella Brice
David Castro ’73
In memory of Dr. Raymond E.
Castro
Chartwells Educational
Dining Services
Abe ’00 and Amelie Chu u
Christopher ’92 and Rhonda ’94
Colombo
Meriweather Clark-Connors ’76
and Cathy Ingram u
In memory of Faye Polner ’76
and in honor of Emily H. Fisher
Charles and Sara Coe P’97 u
In honor of Elizabeth Coe ’97
Lisa David and Ernest Berger P’08
M. Leslie Davidson u
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Eric L. and Patricia B. Decker P’93
Deloitte Foundation
Chloe Demrovsky ’01
In memory of Tadd Gero ’03
Stephanie Denzel ’99
Kenneth Deregt
Harvey and Scarlet Edber P’06
ExxonMobil Foundation u
Jennifer Fan ’99
Sigmund Friedman and Nancy
Grossman P ’02
In honor of Kathryn G.
Friedman ’02
Dr. Harold Gotthelf P ’84
Robert and Joy Gess P’10 s
Christopher M. Gittins ’83 u
In memory of Leslie R. Sander ’83
Johnathan and Marjorie Glass
P’08 u
Gabby Glemann ’99 and
Paul Reinitz
Jesse Glick ’89 and
Ali Mahood ’90 u
In honor of Leutitia Swayze
	Mahood
Geoffrey M. Glick ’81 and
	Marina Daiman
In honor of John Paskus
Michelle Goodwin and Gregory
	Schaffer P’12 s
Anita Gould ’80 and Richard Snyder
Kaye and Bob Graves u
Gregory Greifeld ’05
Samantha Grillo ’86
Ethan and Beth Haskel P’03

The Horbach Fund u
Louise Rogow Howard ’85 u
Rebecca Hughson Leise ’71 u
Joan and Jim Hunter P’04
Maryan and Sunny Kang P’09,
’10, & ’12
In honor of Taylor ’09, Mia ’10,
and Elliot ’12 Kang, our children
Alec Krikava and Marne
Keller-Krikava P’12
Alison Larkin
In honor of the Berkshire Festival
of Women Writers
Youngro Lee ’00
Maggie Leonard ’78 and John
	Humphries
In honor of all fellow alumni.
What an amazing group of people.
Mark and Katie Levine
Joshua Levy and Pam
	Magnuson P’10
Ian and Mary MacKinnon P’03 u
In honor of Kelley MacKinnon ’03
Susan A. Manning ’72
Todd A. Maugans ’77
Adrienne Maynard ’89
Coleman ’98 and Tamara Mehta
Richard and Lynn Melnick P’08 u
In honor of Annabelle Coote ’86
and Miriam Melnick ’08
Microsoft Matching Gifts
Program u
Brian Mikesell and John Weinstein
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Miller-Pomerantz Insurance
and Financial Services
In honor of Stuart Breslow and
Anne Miller-Breslow
Maneesh Modi ’94
Rich Montone and Erika Nelson
David R. Myers and Susan Cooper
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Horace ’71 and Betsy Nash P’08
Thomas and Fee O’Brien P’02
Osher Institute for Lifetime
Learning u
Robert Phillips ’70 and
David Lepore
Quality Printing Company, Inc. u
Elizabeth H. Rader ’81u
Elizabeth Richardson u
Edward Roske ’90
Susan Roth and Leslie Birenbaum
In memory of Philip Roth,
grandfather of Michael
Birenbaum ’91
Bruce ’81 and Danna Schoenberg
George Sells P’10
Alexandra Shandell ’00 u
Elise Shapiro
Adam Shostack ’88 and
	Teresa Barcus u
Otto and Dorothy Solbrig P’84 u
Judge Morris and Ronnie Stern P’87
In memory of Ben Stern ’87 u
Jeannette and Arthur Taylor
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
James Teeple ’74
Liz Wall ’82 and Deb Smucker
In memory of Edward and
Frances Wall
Arthur Watson ’98 u
Jacqueline A. Wilson P’89
$500 - $999
James Adler P’12
Russell Anderson and
Daniel Karslake

The new Sapling Society recognizes donors
who have made a gift for five consecutive
years or more! Members are maked with u.
All members receive a different collectible
lapel pin each year.
Catya Belfer ’88 u n
Berkshire Taconic Community
Foundation
Joel Bernanke ’00 and Elise Kent
Bernanke ’00 u
Scott S. Blake ’88 and
Liz Rettenmaier u
Thomas Borkowski P’01, ’04, & ’07
Debra Brendal P’11
In honor of Jake Lederman ’11
Cherrylynn and Ethan Burris u
In memory of Noah White
Burris ’97
Megan Case ’92
Veronica Chambers ’87 and
Jason Clampet
Debbie Cibelli ’71 u
In memory of M. Peter Burke ’71
Lucy P. Clark ’66 u
Mark Clifford ’74
Michal Zivan Coffey ’95 and
	Tim Coffey ’95
David Corcoran and Karrie
	Olick P’05
Joan Countryman l
Raymon Darling P’96
In honor of Aaron E. Darling,
PhD ’96
Diana Dinh ’03
David A. Epstein ’95
In honor of Peter Cocks and
Jim Monsonis
Deirdre M. Farley ’69 u
Valerie K. Ferrier ’94
Bean ’90 and Dan Gilsdorf u
In honor of Hal Holladay
Laura and William Glasgall P’01
Kenan Godfrey ’92
David Goldstein ’86
Andrea Hanna ’92
Nancy S. Hardin P’97 u
In memory of Noah White Burris ’97
Kyle Haver ’73 and Susan
Goetz Haver
Eliza R. Hewat ’66
Deborah Hutchison
John ’70 and Ann Jacobs u
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson Family
of Companies
Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93 and
Jason F. Kasdorf n
Nancy K. Kim P’93 u
Michael Belanger and Ellen
Kisslinger P’06 u
In honor of Rachel Belanger ’06
Ellen Kreger Matheson ’70 and
David Matheson
Anne M. Laughlin ’98 u
Mark Lazer and Mary Spalding
P’09 & ’11
In honor of Fiona ’09 and
Lucien ’11 Lazar
Joseph Little ’91 and
	Michiko Yamori u
In honor of Tyler and Harrison
Yamori-Little
Chen Liu and Jingchun Wang P’01
Eleanor Lord
David and Susan Miller P’86 u

Margaret Moench ’70 and
Ira Mellman
Christine Terrell Murphy ’00
Francisca Oyogoa
Eli Pariser ’96 u
Colleen and James Patell P’03
In honor of Teagan Patell ’03
Jim Poe ’94 and Susanne
Grabowski ’94
In memory of August Clement Poe
Carol Preisig P’11
In memory of David Preisig and
in honor of Charles Preisig
Soyok Quan ’92
John and Lynn Rathgeber P’09
Eric Allix Rogers ’01
In honor of David Lovely ’96
and Jim Lai
Sherri Samuels P’12
Jim and Diane Schwab P’09
In honor of the Language
Department at Simon’s Rock
Brooke Skinner ’97
Stephen Smith ’70
In memory of Elizabeth Hall
Robert and Andrea Solomon P’08 u
Richard and Anne Steiner P’12
Karl Stine ’75
Allyson A. Till ’84 u
Vanguard Charitable Endowment
Program
Baird and Joan Whitlock P’72 u
Wes and Louise Young P’98
$250–$499
Henry Alford ’80
Barbara Andrews and
John Leonard P’11
In honor of Joseph A. Leonard ’11
Anonymous
Arch Insurance Company
Thomas and Barbara Armstrong
P’99
Ruth Ballenzweig ’99
Benny and Barbara Barak P’04
In honor of Nancy Yanoshak
Stephanie Barefield ’06
Julia M. Bauder ’97
Jochai Ben-Avie ’06
Carlos and Jesusa Benedicto P’01
In honor of Camilla Benedicto
Pimentel ’01
Gail Berneike and Don Bernier
In memory of Jane Rodgers
Steve Bohrer
Nancy Bonvillain
Sue and Joseph Browdy
Susan and Jack Cobetto P’09
Barbara and Rodgin Cohen P’98
In honor of Sara Cohen ’98
Valerie Collura ’84
Kathrina De Witt Yost ’66
Susan Di Biase P’92
Pauline ’06 and Emmanuel
Dongala P’98 & ’01
Ronald and Janice Flaugher P’78
Larry Gage and Karen Forbes P’09
Ann Burchfield ’04 and
Laszlo Frazer ’05
Suzy Garfinkle P’08

In honor of Joelle Chevrier ’08
Kristin Giantris
Heather Godwin Jones ’81
Judith Gubner Terry ’66 and
Patrick Terry
In memory of Dr. Richard Gubner
Khin Khin Gyi ’99
In Honor of Emily H. Fisher
Louise and Arthur Hillman
In honor of Emily H. Fisher and
	Rodney Christopher ’86
Dana and Kathryn Hiscock
Christine Hobbie and Neil Brander
Jennifer Howland ’67
Michael Jefferson and Pamela
Augustine-Jefferson P’12
In honor of diversity
The J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
Terry Kaelber ’71 and David Buckel
Sarah Gould Kagan ’75 and
	Stewart Kagan
Audrey Kalman ’77
In memory of Eileen Handelman
Onkar Kapoor ’00
Kim Kastens and Dale Chayes P’08
Suzanne Klimek ’79
In honor of Patti and
	Murray Liebowitz
Dmitry Kondrashov ’92
Jan Krause Greene
Michael Lawrence ’98
Drew Levin ’06
Sara Lolar ’89
David Lovely ’96 and James Lai
Edward and Judith Lund P’84
Michael and Louise Malakoff P’96
Adam Man ’86
Patricia Marcella
Harry Marker ’05
Charles McKenrick ’02
John H.V. McWhorter ’81

Merck Partnership for Giving
Leila and Bruce Miller
Max Miller ’90 and Sophia Klatzker
James A. Monsonis and
Lenore Gensburg ’78
In memory of Leslie R. Sander ’83
Charles Montgomery ’89
In memory of Ñacuñán Sáez
Elizabeth M. Morss ’78
Marshal Newrock ’91
Anne O’Dwyer
Paige and John Orloff
Alison Overseth
In honor of Rodney Christopher ’86
Sarah J. Parady ’99
In honor of Barbara Resnik and
Wendy Shifrin
Stephen and Deborah Paruolo P’09
Julie and Christopher Petr P’12
In memory of Gertrude Petr
Carrie Richards ’93
Robert Richards ’80
In honor of John Marsella ’80
Kevin Ritchie ’85
In memory of Leslie R. Sander ’83
Tim and Liz Rodgers
In memory of Jane Rodgers
Charles & Rebecca Rosenzweig
Charitable Foundation
Samuel Ruhmkorff
John Russell
Neal Sacon ’79 and
	Maureen McClenon Sacon ’80
Hannah Schmidt ’99
Maria Sedova ’02
Susan Shapiro
In honor of Rodney Christopher ’86
David and Patricia Sharpe
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Patricia M. & H. William Smith, Jr.
Foundation

Sara Smollett ’96 and Karl
Krueger ’94
Elise S. Sobol ’68
In honor of the 45th anniversary
of the entering class of 1968
Elizabeth St. John Villard P’01
Leesa Stanion ’75 P’13
Gael Storck ’66
Jonathan Swartz ’98
Maryann Tebben
In honor of Gabriel Asfar,
Faculty in French and Arabic
Janet and Malcolm Thompson
Jacob Trevick ’98
Susanne L. Tunstall ’84
Abbie von Schlegell
Sandra Walker
In honor of the Berkshire Festival
of Women Writers
Peggy Whitfield
Elaine Yee ’94
In memory of Christine Yee
Gifts to $249
Asma Abbas and Stephen Hager ’04
Tom ’95 and Alana ’96 Abott u
Roberta Klein Ackerman P’82 & ’83
In honor of Jennifer Ackerman
Kettell ’82 and in memory of
Leon A. Ackerman
Sameer ’00 and Sally Agrawal
Tiffany Albright ’06
Jessica Allen ’97 u
Scott Allen ’96
Karen and Allen Altman
In honor of Mike Bergman
A. Barth Anderson ’84
In honor of Robert Schmidt
Ben Andersen ’99
Kurt Anderson ’71

Why We Give
Joy and Robert Gess, parents of current student Connell Gess ’10
and members of Parent Leadership Council
Simon’s Rock has become such a part of our lives since our son started in 2010.
We are so grateful that he found Simon’s Rock because it is the perfect fit for him.
We contribute to the school with the hope that it will help other deserving students
reach their full potential.
Eric Allix Rogers ’01, Major Gifts Officer at the ACLU of Illinois
Thinking back to my time at Simon’s Rock, I feel a debt of gratitude. I shudder to
contemplate the possibility that such formative years of my life might have been spent
at the stultifying suburban prep school from which I came. It strikes me as incredibly
important to pass this opportunity along to others—to hold open the doors through
which I have been so fortunate to pass. This is why I give to Simon’s Rock.
Lee Rogers, Assistant to the Director of Physical Plant at Simon’s Rock
At Simon’s Rock, all of us can make a difference. Unlike many other colleges and
universities, our students are not one of 100 in a classroom, or one of 1,000 in a
dormitory. We are connected to each of them on a daily basis. I enjoy getting to know
our students personally, and seeing them grow stronger in this special environment.
That is why I would like you to join me in making a gift to the Annual Fund—
to support the students we know so well and care so much about. I give a small
amount out of each paycheck to the Fund for Simon’s Rock. I think it is a small
sacrifice that makes a larger difference, especially when my gift is combined with
those of other staff, faculty, alumni, parents, and friends giving to the College.
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The Provost Circle celebrates supporters who make
a gift between $1,000 and $4,999 in a given year.
Provost Circle members will receive a copy of the Book
One selection, the book that all first-year students read
over the summer, as well as an invitation to the Book
One author reading in late summer.
Anonymous (7) 		
In memory of Ñacuñán Sáez
In memory of Noah White
Burris ’97
Armand Aquino ’86
In memory of Ñacuñán Sáez
Gabriel Asfar
Paul and Elyn Sue Ayers P’92
In honor of Ben Ayers ’92
Jeffrey and Mary Ellen Baker P’09
Loren Becker ’95
Robert and Hazel Becker P’95
In honor of Loren Becker ’95
Rachel Belanger ’06
In memory of Carl Kisslinger and
Bob and Blanche Belanger
Kyle Bella ’06
Marisa Benitez ’11
Sandra Benitez P’11
Mike Bergman
Anna and Ben Bernanke P’00 l
Carol J. Bettencourt ’77
Alexander Bick ’94 and
Nealin Parker
Ann Billingsley
Marvin R. Birnbaum ’79 u
In honor of Perri Brierley-Bowers ’08
Brad Bissell ’88
Black & Decker Corporation
Captain Ronald L. Blake P’88
John P. Blessington
In honor of Betty Hall
Benjamin Bogin ’91
Michael Sukin and Kim Bonnell P’11
Anthony and Ellen Borges
P’80 & ’87 u
Kathryn Boswell
Wayne Boswell
Michelle Bouche
Paul Bowen and Judith Strong P’02
Rachel Bowen ’94 and
Delano Lopez ’87
Richard Boyd and Karen Twyman
P’07
In honor of Emma Boyd ’12
David Braslow ’02
Elliot Bratton ’76
Ann E. Braun ’85
Erin Briggerman
Morgan Brilliant Smith ’79
In memory of Leslie R. Sander ’83
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation u
Margaret and Michael Bromberg
P’88 & ’92
In honor of Simon ’92 and
	Minna ’88 Bromberg
Minna Bromberg ’88 u
In honor of the entering class
of 1988
Robert R. and Sherry K. Brooks P’88
Tahira Brooks ’94
Jennifer Browdy ’78 P’08 n
In honor of Nico Hernandez ’08
Christopher and Jennifer Browning
P’90
Deb Bunlap
Mr. & Mrs. L.J. Burke
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
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Margaret E. Burnett ’70
Chris and Dorothee Callanan u
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Timothy Cama ’04
Mary Baine Campbell ’71 u
In memory of Shelia King ’71
Alida Cantor ’01 u
Glenn Cantor and Inge Eriks P’01 u
Mary Carswell
David and Anna Carvalho P’05
In honor of Christina Anna
Carvalho ’05
Kathleen Chace Larzelere ’67
Jon and Nancy Chalfant-Walker
P’00
Kyle Chao ’06
Mary Chase-Ziolek ’68 and
Keith Chase-Ziolek
Linda Chayes P’12
In honor of Victoria Minerva
Chayes ’12
Bessie Cherry ’96
Daniel Chilcoat P ’89
Ashley Christensen ’00 u
Rodney Christopher ’86 u
William ’88 and Annie Chui Judi
and Scott Clippinger P’04
Lucy Clippinger ’04 u
Peter and Joan Cocks
Chris Coggins and Tanya Kalischer
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Alison Colby ’76
In memory of John Rosenberg ’76
and Mark Burkholder ’76
Cathy Ann Coley ’85 and
Andrew Tinari
In memory of Leslie R. Sander ’83
Edna and Jim Collins P’99
David Collins ’99
Computer Associates International
Ana-Maria Conley ’75
Sharon Conners
Margaret and Bradley Cooney P’99
Kimberley Coppage Rivero ’83
Katherine Corn ’11
Kim Corn P’11
In memory of Dean Corn
Joseph Corso, II u
Frank and Betty Couvares P’90 u
In honor of Mary King Austin
Natalie Cowan ’09
In honor of Nancy Bonvillain and
	Robert Schmidt
Coleen Cox and Tim Fogarty
In honor of the students
Paul A. Cox ’86
In honor of Jeffrey Cua ’00
Elizabeth Cronenwett ’93 u
Caro Crowley ’91 and
	Eric McClenahan
In memory of Agnes Williams
Jeffrey Cua ’00 u
Jimmy and Elizabeth Cua P’00
Irene Cullen Gravina ’69
Dana Cummings
Ellen and Christopher Curtis
Annie Cushman-Kosar
Linda M. Darling P’96

Joan DelPlato
Kayla Dickens ’12
Evan Didier ’05 u
Keon Diggs
Debbie and Bob Dillon u
John C. Dovel u
In memory of Noah White
Burris ’97
George & Barbara Dover P’93
In honor of Rachel Dow ’13
Denise Dufault
Bill Dunbar
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Thomas Dunlap and Susan Miller
P’95
Jeremy Dunn ’81
Robert ’00 and
	Mary Lou Dunton
In honor of the SRC Younger
	Scholars Champions Basketball
	Team
Curran Dwyer ’06
John E. Eckart and
Karen A. Giannelli P’09		
In honor of Andrew Eckart ’11
Janet Egelhofer
In honor of Abbie von Schlegell
Jan Eisenman ’68
In memory of Vanda Sendzimir ’68
Judah Garber and
	Rebecca Eisenberg P’07
Erik Elbieh ’10
Kari Elsila ’90
David Ernst ’10
Clara Eusebi ’98
Mary Eyring and Richard Newton
P’13
Joshua ’92 and Shevah Faber
Andrey Falko ’05
Valerie Fanarjian
Randall Farmer ’00
Todd Farrell ’00
In honor of Thomas and
Gail Farrell
Rachel Feltman ’08
In memory of Jay Embree
Leland and Aline Ferguson P’06
In honor of Sam Ferguson ’06
Shani R. Ferguson ’85 and
Lionel Artom-Ginzburg ’88 u
Kayne Ferrier P’94
John and Zirka Filipczak P’96 u
Peter Filkins
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Christopher M. Fink P’07		
In honor of Charles Fink ’07
Fischer Orthodontics
In honor of Ethan Ackelsberg ’12
Rebecca Fiske and Deane Zarvis
P’98 & ’07
Katherine Fleming ’94
Stephan Fowlkes ’88
Kathryn Friedman ’02 u
Mary Martin Gant P’99 u
In honor of Jason Martin Snell’s
13th Birthday
Hillary Gardner ’02 n
Ashleigh Garvey ’01
Leila H. Gary ’93
Wendy Clarissa Geiger ’80
In memory of Caleb Roosevelt ’79
Lisa Gelfand P’01
Elaine Gerst
Jacob Gerstein ’01
Nat Gertler ’79 u
Matthew Getch ’11
Janice Gildawie
Beri Gilfix P’88 u

Dragan Gill ’02
Leonard and Nansi Glick P’89 u
In honor of Leutitia Swayze
	Mahood
Susan Golden ’78
Julia Goode and Robert Sadowsky
P’12
Wendy Goodman ’67 u
In honor of Miss Young
Google
Johanna Gosse ’01
In honor of Professor Barbara
	Resnik
Reisa Gould-Donath P’90
Christopher Lee Grace ’05
In honor of current and future
	Rockers
Andrea Grayson ’80
In honor of the Art Department
Zachary Green ’99
In memory of Will Friedman ’99
Susan Grieder P’07
Zoe Grieder ’07
Barry and Joanna Groebel P’05 u
Martha Groet
Sarah Grossman Lewis ’73
Chris and Diane Gruber P’93 u
Melanie Guerin
Cara E. Haas ’92 u
Elizabeth M. Hall P’00
Dr. Thomas Hall and
	Elizabeth McLoughlin
Dr. Jennifer Halpern P’12
In honor of Zev Vel ’12
Miranda Hambro ’87
Maudie Hampden Shah ’99 and
	Sumul Shah ’99 u
In honor of Barbara &
	Ed Hampden and Mahendra &
	Shobhana Shah
Lily L. Han ’99
Allyn Harcus ’88
Harvard Community Gifts
Kathy and Joe Hatfield P’89 u
Gary and Linda Hauze P’00
In honor of Andrew Hauze ’00
Eden-Renee Hayes
Anthony Mark Hecht P’10
In memory of Sidney Robert
	Hecht and Zanetta Hecht
Leslye Heilig and Lou Davis
James Lucas Hepokoski ’01
Terri Herubin P’12
In memory of John Pandolfi
Kevin and Ana Marie Higgins Ttee
Thomas Hitchins and
	Shelly Shapiro P’07
Hal L. Holladay
Elizabeth Hoogs ’97
Elizabeth Horan ’73 and
Paul Skilton
Phillip Howell
In honor of David Lovely ’96 and
James Lai
C. Linda Howitt P’96
In honor of Emry de St. Andre

Aaron Hurwitz ’99 and
Laura Selkirk ’98
Jamie Hutchinson
In memory of Natalie Harper
Mary Jo Hutchison P’88 and
	Emmette R. Hutchison ’98 u
Adam Huttler
Francis and Harriet Iglehart P’69
Valerie Ingram P’04
Julia A. Insinger ’77 u
Shahzad Ismaily ’88
In honor of Wazir Ismaily
David K. Jacke ’76
Tisha Jepson Fang ’82
Sarah Jimenez ’06
Rosanne Johnson P’11
In honor of Coriana Johnson ’11
Ms. Rebecca Jones ’01
Paula Junn ’02
Karen Juster Hecht P ’10
In honor of Izaak Mark Hecht ’10
Benjamin Kalish ’98
Bryna Kamel Blaine P’90 u
In honor of Darian S. Blaine ’90
William Taylor Kang ’09
Micki Kaufman ’85
Aileen Kawabe ’93
In memory of Galen Gibson ’90
and Ñacuñán Sáez
Lori Kenepp ’81
Laura Kessel ’05
Jennifer Ackerman Kettell ’82
Judith Kiely
Erica Kiesewetter P’07 & ’12
Marie (Mimi) Kittredge ’75 and
Clark Broida u
Richard Kittredge and Tanya
Korelsky P’00 u
Peter Knapp ’80 and Rob Gates
Michael P. Koch ’74
Sharon and Stephen Koons P’08
Eric Kramer
Peter Kramer
In honor of Rodney Christopher ’86
Cathie and Gary Krellenstein P’08
In honor of James Krellenstein ’08
Ellen Condliffe Lagemann
Daniel Landau ’89
Joy Lapseritis ’90
Alexis and Philip Lavine P’98
In honor of Amy Lavine ’98
Michael Leahy and M. B. Maughan
P’04 u
April Lee ’01
James and Kelly Lee P’12
Cindy Lehmbeck Wood ’78
Joan LeLacheur ’73
Elizabeth Lester P’85 u
Barbara Letton ’97 u
Andrew Levine ’97
David P. Levine ’98 u
Carol Lewis and
Patricia De Angelis P’07
Sianna Lieb Hannah ’85
In honor of Jim Monsonis
Leslie Lieberman P’99

Did you know? Supporters who make a gift of
$5,000 or more to the Fund for Simon’s Rock in a
given year are eligible to participate in the Annual
Fund Scholars Program. The program enables donors
to name a one-year scholarship for a particular
student who is recognized on campus at the annual
Honors Convocation and who shares news of their
journey at the College with their scholarship sponsor.

Planned giving enables supporters to put their
assets to work so they and Simon’s Rock can share
the benefits. Planned giving strategies include, but
are not limited to, charitable IRA rollovers, charitable
gift annuities, gifts of life insurance, and bequests.
For more information, please contact Katie Reid
Levine, director of development, at 413-528-7257
or klevine@simons-rock.edu
In honor of Stephen Todd
Lieberman ’03
Liz Lierman
Peter and Evelyn Liffiton P’97
Jacqueline Smith Littlejohn ’71
Sarah ’01 and Michael LoCascio u
Karen and John Loeser P’02
Deborah F. Loomis ’68
Ann Lynnworth ’80
Larry and Elaine Lynnworth P’80
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In honor of future outstanding
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Michael Martin ’89 u
Lawrence Masland and
Pamela Talbot
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	Tisdale ’88
Maya Matheis ’03 u
In honor of Anne O’Dwyer
Brendan Mathews and
	Margaret Keller
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In memory of Peter Treistman ’75
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In honor of Dylan Neely ’02
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In honor of Vera Kalm
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In honor of Edmond and
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In honor of Emily H. Fisher
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In honor of Emily H. Fisher
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In memory of Patrick Brooks ’88
Dennis and Susan O’Neil P’10
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David Pepper ’88 and
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Chantal Pinard ’01
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Adriane Powell
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Abby Pratt
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In memory of Greg Rhoades
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In memory of Nancy A. Rimple ’80
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C. Lee Rogers u
Vikki Rogers ’91
Daniel Romanow
Heidi and Sheldon Rothberg P’06
Natanah Rothberg ’06
Sandra Rowland-Hack and
	Steven Hack P’01
In honor of Sarah Hack ’01
Mira Rubens and Peter Landy P’10
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In memory of Derek Gross ’84
Jenny Russell
In honor of Judith and Ba Win
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Beth Sack and Stephan Green
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In honor of Michael Nash ’06
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Seymour and Zoya Slive P’67 u
Alexandra Smith ’08
Brian Joseph Smith ’04
George T. Smith
Lauren Smith
In honor of Patty Dooley

Tom and Sherrye Smith P’08
Linda Smothers and Richard Gregg
P’11
In honor of Harrison Gregg ’11
Robert L. Snyder
Cindy J. Speaker ’81 u
David ’81 and Janis Spivack Philip
B. Spivey
In honor of Rodney Christopher ’86
Erica Spizz ’94 u
Anna Stahlnecker ’99
Jan Staller ’70
Camelia Stan ’03
Morey Stettner
Mary M. Stiles ’87 u
Kate St. John Villard-Howe ’01
David Stone and Susan Gutwill
P’11
In honor of Liza Mei Stone ’11
Alicia Stube ’04
Adrienne Sussman ’03
Andrew and Sally Sussman P’03
In honor of Adrienne Sussman ’03
Stephanie ’00 and
Frank Swales Scalambrino u
Michael and Pat Swartz P’98
Carl and Elizabeth Sword P’77
Peter Sword ’77
Joanna and Edward Szwyd P’09
Carol Taylor and Dennis Norman
P’02
John ’76 and Sonya Thompson
Marc Thompson ’86
Bill Tipper ’73
Peter Tiso ’02
In memory of Tom Coote’s
ponytail
Kris Tromiczak ’76
J. Craig and Sue Trouwborst P’91
In memory of Galen Gibson ’90
Elizabeth Tuggey Lynch ’02 and
	Ryan Lynch u
UBS Matching Gift Program
Rashad Ullah ’95
Summer Unsinn ’96
In memory of Hendrik Doorn ’96
Colette van Kerckvoorde
Louise Vasilakos and
Daniel Goure P’02
Carmen Vendelin P’06
In honor of Stan Jonasson and
Linda Jangaard
Melissa Vorhies Roske ’90
In honor of Edward Roske ’90
Betsy Walker ’68
Wayne Wang P’92
Marvin Wasserman and
Barbara von Bulow P’02 u
In honor of
	Matthew Wasserman ’02
Clifford Wattley and Nancy Griffin
P’05
Diana and Robert Weggler P’12
In honor of Pearl Weggler ’12
David Weill P’12
Francine Weinberg
David and Sandra Welsh P’98
Francis Whitesell ’04
Kelly Wickliff
In honor of Brittany Wickliff
C.C. Wiegand ’93
Brook Wiers ’84
In memory of Heather Hawley ’84
Jay and Hermine Williams P’84 u
Sarah E. Williams ’78
Zaw Win ’92
In honor of Emily H. Fisher
Matthew Winkler ’89

Jeremy Wolf ’96
Patricia L. Wolf P’76
In honor of Sharon M. Wolf
Beck ’76
Anna Wolk ’98
David and Robin Wood P’92 u
In honor of Simon’s Rock faculty
Sarah Wright ’80
Li Liang Xu and Yan Wei Guo
P’08 u
Michael Xu ’08
Nancy Yanoshak
Kwok and Gee Ying Kip P’93 u
Adrienne York-Minor ’95
Gail Young
In memory of Monse Selosse
Young and Isabel Selosse Russell
Kenneth G. Young ’90
Robert Young ’98
Charlotte Zinsser Booth ’69
Gifts in Kind
David Basler and Cyd Melcher P’10
Seth and Victoria Black P’10
Wesley Brown
Daniel Cassidy and
Linda Michel-Cassidy P’12
Nancy and Ted Cobden
Uneeda and Sola Collins P’11
Patty Dooley u
Peter Elliston
Joan Goodkind
Jim Hansen
Donald and Kristine Hill P’06 & ’11
Bruce and Marianne MacCullagh
P’09
Nancy Magnusson
Betsy McTiernan
Gregory Meeh and Hillary Nelson
Michael and Carole Paquette P’11
Norman Schnayer
Gillian Shallcross
Gabriella Spitz ’07
Bobby and Geraldine Welch P’12
Special thanks to the
Simon’s Rock Alumni
Leadership Council and
Parent Leadership Council
volunteers:
Charlotte Anderholt ’01
Catya Belfer ’88
Jochai Ben-Avie ’06
Keith Brierley-Bowers ’80,
P’08, P’12
Penny Brierley-Bowers ’81,
P’08, P’12
Jennifer Browdy de Hernandez
’78, P’08
Brian Conley ’96
Christopher Derhammer-Hill ’86
Cordelia Derhammer-Hill ’86
Nicole Fitting ’93JA
Hillary Gardner ’02
Joy Gess P’10
Paul Goldschmidt ’84
Michele Goodwin P’12
Audrey Kalman ’77
Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93
Steven Bergman King ’81
Harry Marker ’05
Dian Pickoff P’11
Tom Rafferty P’11
Greg Schaffer P’12
Bruce Schoenberg ’81
Evelina Smukler ’93
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Wall Street Problem Solver
Last December, Jennifer Fan ’99 led
the pack in Forbes magazine’s “30
Under 30 Finance List,” singled out for
both her current role, as founder and
chief investment officer of $650 million
hedge fund Arbalet Capital, and for the
accomplishment of becoming a Wall
Street veteran by age 29. Her success is
due, at least in part, to a distinctive mix
of fearlessness and creativity—traits
apparent even before she arrived at
Simon’s Rock 14 years ago.
At Arbalet (the creative name is an archaic word for a crossbow), Jennifer
is a commodities trader, a role she sees as “problem solving.” From her
first days on Wall Street, Jennifer found herself attracted to commodities
rather than stocks because of their tangible nature. As she sees it, commodities “affect everything that humans do everyday. People don’t pump
their own water and feed their own horses with their own farm. People
use oil, buy food from the store, use electricity—all of that is a very
efficient machine.” As a trader, Jennifer says she has “a front row seat to
see how that machine works, and how things get to the end consumer.
It’s problem solving on a big scale to enable modern living.”
Entry into early college at Simon’s Rock was a different form of creative
problem solving for Jennifer, a Pittsburgh, PA, native. By the end of her
sophomore year in public high school, she’d exhausted all her options
for math classes. She and her parents explored a range of engineering
programs, and finally chose Simon’s Rock, attracted by the freedom the
College offered for both personal independence and academic choice.
Although much of her coursework at the Rock (and later, at NYU where
she transferred after her first year) was in math, physics, and statistics,
Jennifer credits the College with instilling strong writing and reading
abilities—skills she says are now ever more valuable to her as she
advances in her career.
When it comes to career advancement, Jennifer is unafraid to contradict
conventional advice. She says she’s been fortunate to benefit from
employers who were willing to take a chance on a younger analyst, but
she doesn’t think students should go crazy trying to become someone’s
“mentee”—and not just because it is, as she puts it, “an incorrect word!”
(She’s referring here to the word mentor’s derivation not from a verb, but,
as all Rockers already know, from the proper name Mentor, friend and
advisor to Odysseus’s son Telemachus. “Maybe we can agree to call it
the mentor-Telemachus relationship instead,” Jennifer says.)
She considers the idea of mentorship to be “outdated,” explaining “not
that you don’t want to promote people who deserve it, but you have
to support everyone who works with you, not single one person out. “
She continues, “I’ve had a lot of great bosses, but I wouldn’t say that
you need a mentor to succeed. As long as you have a good boss who
recognizes what you’re doing, it’s enough.” In Jennifer’s case, now that
she is the boss, she brings recognition of others’ skills as well as her
own unconventional thinking and passion to her work.
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The Office of Career Services
Celebrates Its First Anniversary
by Liz Lierman, director of career services

In 2012–13, the new Career Services office at Bard College at
Simon’s Rock had a busy first year helping students prepare for
meaningful endeavors in their lives after the Rock.
During its first year, Career Services conducted over 400
advising sessions with approximately 50% of current student
body, as well as alumni in transition. Advising was offered
via appointments and drop-in meetings, telephone and
Skype, and email. The most popular topics included transfer
assistance, finding internships, resume critiques, job search
strategies, networking techniques, and cover letter reviews.
In addition to taking advantage of individual advising, students
also attended the 14 career-related workshops and events.
Workshop subjects included resume and cover letter writing,
job and internship searches, networking, interviewing,
professional etiquette, and the transfer application process.
A key priority was fostering connections between students and
alumni. We launched two pilot programs that will serve as a
foundation for alumni-student connections and career-related
collaboration in years to come. On Friday, March 1, 2012,
Career Services held the first “Rocker Office Hours.” The alumni
participants in Rocker Office Hours met individually with students
from all class years, both on-campus and via technological
connections. Based on the initial popularity and success of this
program, we repeated it this September and plan to grow and
improve it in the future.
Fifteen seniors participated in the second pilot program,
“Advise and Connect,” which began in February. Each senior
was assigned a team of at least four alumni advisors from a
group of 48 alumni volunteers. The program will be offered
again in 2013–14, starting with alumni-student matches this
month. We’ll also offer a few new innovations based on great
suggestions from the students and alumni who participated
in the pilot.
Using the College Central Network database, Career Services
posted more than 130 job and internship opportunities for
students in 2012–13. This year, students will also be able to
access over 7,000 opportunities through Simon’s Rock’s new
membership in the Nationwide Internship Consortium (NIC).
Together with Bard’s Career Development Office, Simon’s Rock
Career Services was admitted to NIC in June 2013.
Students and staff are truly grateful to all of the alumni who
volunteered their time and shared opportunities during the Career
Services inaugural year. I look forward to working together to
continue to support student and alumni in the future.

Class Notes

1966–1969

Jenny Howland ’67 is technology integrator at
Katherine Delmar Burke School for girls K–8 in the
San Francisco Bay area. Hilary Somers Deely ’68,
an advisory board member for the Berkshire Fringe,
joined artists in residency at Mass MoCA in a world
premiere production of The Waypoint, a new play
about a mother surprised by pregnancy and her
hesitant baby-to-be. Hilary has also been voicing
roles in Gregory Whitehead’s BBC radio plays.
Elise Sobol ’68 teaches at the Rosemary Kennedy
School and was nominated for the 2013 Grammy
Music Educator award and received the New York
State School Music Association 2012 Distinguished
Service Award.

1970–1979

Becca Weissman ’70, co-director of forensics
(debating) at the Detroit Country Day School, was
named Individual Events (Forensics) Coach of the
Year by the nonprofit organization Michigan Speech
Coaches, Inc. Joel Coen ’71 and Ethan Coen ’73
won the Grand Prix at the Cannes Film Festival for
their new feature, Inside Llewyn Davis. The film opens
in theaters on December 6. Will Schillinger ’73
relocated his renowned Pilot Recording Studios from
New York City to Housatonic, MA. Pilot has served
hundreds of clients, including Miles Davis, The
Ramones, and Paul Schaffer and the CBS Orchestra.
After a year in Greater Boston and one on St. Thomas
in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Lisa Martin ’76 is once
again a resident of the Greater Seattle area, residing
in the small Puget Sound town of Indianola, where
she is writing on her travels and adventures in school
building in Mexico, and consulting with clients on
marketing, fundraising, and public relations. She
recently completed a strategic marketing plan for
Martha & Mary, a 122-year-old nonprofit and a
regional leader in senior care, assisted living, and
early childhood education. She’s also in training for
a long-distance swim across Puget Sound (wetsuits
required!). Reach her at www.lisabmartin.com.
Miriam Weizenbaum ’76 and her partner are

developing a public interest law firm for the state
of Rhode Island and currently represent Katherine
Russell, the widow of the alleged Boston Marathon
bomber, Tamerlan Tsamaev. Jennifer Browdy
de Hernandez ’78 continues to teach at Simon’s
Rock and direct the Berkshire Festival of Women
Writers, an annual month-long cultural feature of the
Berkshire spring. Marvin Birnbaum ’79 is practicing
family law; he lives in New Paltz, NY, with his wife,
Arlene, and two boys, Aaron and Joey. Hilary
Scott ’79 is an accidental-and-busy sculptor living
in Somerville, MA. His works include the Somerville
9/11 and Iwo Jima memorials. In the summer, Hilary
is the official photographer of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra at Tanglewood.

1980–1989

Peter Stoke ’80 moved from the beach
(Melbourne, FL) to the mountains (Colorado Springs,
CO). His daughter finished her first-year of college,
and his two boys are in high school and middle
school. He still works for Harris as an engineer who
builds really cool things. Keith ’80 and Penny ’81
Brierley-Bowers remain in Baltimore. Penny is
helping the State of Kentucky improve its behavioral
health system; Keith works for BGE HOME, where
Simon’s Rock first-year student Kori BrierleyBowers ’12 was a paid intern this summer. Kori’s
sister, Perri Brierley-Bowers ’08, graduated from
the International Center for Photography with a
one-year certificate in June and is accepting gigs
in documentary photography. Mark Leiter ’81
was appointed chief strategy officer for the market
research company Nielsen. He also continues to lead
The Demand Institute, a nonprofit organization that
strengthens the global economy by helping senior
leadership teams align investments with consumer
demand futures across industries, countries, and
markets. Tanya Marcuse ’81 is working as an
artist/photographer and will have a solo show at
the Julie Saul Gallery in NYC in December. She had
a wonderfully lavish commission/acquisition from
the Beinecke Collection at Yale and taught at Bard

last year. Paul Goldschmidt ’84 works as a health
care technology consultant, specializing in business
intelligence. He also reviews children’s literature and
drinks exotic beer. Paul married Kriss Hamilton in
May 2013. The handwoven textiles of Amy Lund ’84
appeared on four magazine covers in 2013: House
Beautiful, Design New England, Once Wed, and
Rhode Island Monthly. Wendy Millar Mueller ’85
and her family moved to San Antonio after nearly 25
years in the Dallas area. Starting with the 2013–14
school year, Wendy will be back in the classroom
introducing middle school students to the wonders
of science and math. BJ Timoner ’85 completed an
epic walk across the United States, from California to
New York, to benefit the Lustgarten Foundation and
support a cure for pancreatic cancer. Kevin Brady is
president of Clear Objectives, LLC in North Kingston,
RI. Rodney Christopher ’86 and Toni Johnson ’89
are working together at the F.B. Heron Foundation
whose mission is to use multisector strategies to help
people and communities move out of poverty. Rodney
is senior fellow for social investment practice, and
Toni is vice president for communications. Wendy
Hyman ’86 married Matt Laferty on August 10,
2013; she remains assistant professor of English
at Oberlin College. Lane Filler ’87 is a columnist
and editorial board member for Newsday. He lives
on Long Island with his wife, Angela, and 12-yearold daughter, Quinn. Lynne Altman ’88 has been
running her own innovation agency since 2007. She
lives in NYC with her son, husband, and big black cat.
Lolli Weaver Edinger ’88 is living in West Shokan,
Town of Olive, NY, with husband David (Goliath)
’87. They have two kids: a 12-year-old girl and a
9-year-old boy. They work at an outdoor education
center and try to balance the kids’ activities with
homeschooling. Stephan Fowlkes ’88 is showing new work in NYC that features pieces created
by using reclaimed material from dumpsters in
Williamsburg and Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Josh Bedick
’89 is president of Integrated Technology in Durham,
NC, serving the technology needs of growing small
businesses. CedarBough Saeji (née Blomberg) ’89
finished a doctorate in culture and performance at
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71st World Science Fiction Convention in August.
Estelle Bajou ’98 starred in the NYC production of
God Steeling, a play about the ironworkers who built
the city’s skyline. Estelle tours and records with the
Brooklyn-based parlor rock band Kotorino, and she
has been developing new stage work in Greece with
One Year Lease Theater Company. Carrie Burke ’98
is supervising social services advocate at the
Committee for Public Counsel Services in Worcester.
Carrie earned an MSW from Boston College in 2007.
David Collins ’99 has been appointed assistant
commissioner for program innovation and planning
at the New York City Administration for Children’s
Services. He oversees the implementation of
evidence-based programs designed to prevent child
maltreatment, reduce the need for out-of-home care,
Stephan Vladimir Bugaj ’90 is part of the team at
and decrease recidivism among juvenile offenders.
Pixar Animation Studios that picked up another best
Gabrielle Glemann ’99 lives in Brooklyn and is an
animated feature Academy Award in 2013 for its
film, Brave. D.A. Ekstrom ’90 welcomed child Caleb associate at Hughes Hubbard & Reed LLP. She has
Andrew Jeffrey Ekstrom last June. David Raynor ’91 won her first appellate argument representing a New
is living in San Francisco with wife Erin and two-year- York state prisoner pro bono before the U.S. Court
old Connell. He’s a corporate attorney with Accelerate of Appeals for the Second Circuit on an issue of first
Legal, Inc. This past summer he had a great time with impression that resulted in a reported decision.
numerous Rockers at various Rocker weddings!
Nicole Fitting ’93JA moved to Urbana, IL, where
she is pursuing a graduate degree in speechArtist and businessman Lucas Lai ’00 has worked at
language pathology at the University of Illinois at
Vanity Fair and Interview Magazine, and he is currently
Urbana-Champaign. Kaki Notestine Kasdorf ’93
creative director and operations manager at DIRT, an
is grants manager at Interlochen Center for the Arts
innovative design firm in New York City. In 2010,
in Michigan. Evelina Shmukler ’93 is now Gulf
Lucas organized contemporary Chinese artist Ai
Coast reporter at Mississippi Public Broadcasting, the Weiwei’s photography retrospective, Interlacing, which
state’s NPR affiliate. Tahira Brooks ’94 was named is on tour in Norway; the exhibit will also visit Brazil in
to the 40 Under 40 list of 2013 in Prince George’s
2013. Raj Mukherji ’00 is deputy mayor and housing
County, MD, for her work to provide a platform for
authority chairman of Jersey City, NJ. Shirlee Xie ’00
youth voices through spoken word performances.
welcomed a son, Oliver, in July 2013. Shirlee also
Dreya Mancini ’95 is the owner of Seed Garden
earned an MD at the University of Minnesota in 2009.
Designs in Portland, OR, a holistic garden tending
Shanna Burke ’01 successfully completed her
and sustainable landscape design company. Abby
comprehensive exams and oral defense, and she is
Foulds ’96 is earning a PhD in geography at the
now a PhD candidate at Simmons College. Shanna
University of Kentucky; her research considers
also completed her first grant through the Disability
expatriates in Central America and developing tourist Determination Process Small Grant program; a
economies. Eli Pariser ’96 is cofounder of Upworthy, second grant was awarded in May. She lives on 12
which, according to Business Review Weekly, is the
acres with three dogs and cats, and declares, “Life is
fastest growing media website, with over 30 million
good.” Eli Gandour-Rood ’01 graduated from the
unique visitors in May. Upworthy is social media with Information School at the University of Washington
a mission; it curates “awesome, fun, interesting vidand started his new job at the University of Puget
eos and graphics about stuff that matters.” Dorelan
Sound in June. He and Ro have moved to Tacoma
Miller ’97 earned an MD at the Medical College of
and love it. They are looking forward to making
Georgia in 2010, completed her residency in internal it to a reunion sometime now that grad school is
medicine this summer, and will be starting her career done. Belly Dance Around the World: New Commuas a primary care physician in Portland, OR. Ada
nities, Performance and Identity, edited by Caitlin
Palmer ’97 wrote Sundown: Whispers of Ragnarok,
McDonald ’01, was recently published by McFarland
a stage musical based on Viking mythology. Ada
Press. Proceeds from the collection will be donated
and her group Sassafrass performed the play at the
to Women for Women International. This is Caitlin’s
UCLA in June 2012. Her research focuses on issues
of heritage and authenticity in the Republic of Korea.
She has recently published articles in the Journal
of Korean Studies, Cross Currents, and the Asian
Theatre Journal. CedarBough won a Fulbright-Hays
(the most prestigious type of Fulbright) in 2010 to
do doctoral research. She also has a new job as
assistant professor of Korean Studies, Hankuk
University of Foreign Studies, in Yongin, Korea. Fence
Books released Ungergloom, the fourth collection of
poetry from Prageeta Sharma ’89 in May. Prageeta
is associate professor of creative writing at the
University of Montana.

1990–1999

2000–2009

second book. Caroline Mayhew ’02 is an associate
at Hobbs Straus Dean & Walker, a firm whose entire
practice is committed to Indian and Alaska Native
tribes and tribal organizations with the highest quality
legal services and advocacy. Ned Oliver ’02 is a
staff reporter for the alternative news publication
Style Weekly in Richmond, VA. Leah Barison ’03
earned her master’s degree at Boston College in
2011 and works as a mental health counselor for the
Community Substance Abuse Center in Chelsea, MA.
Jack Reardon ’04 and Laura Cheung ’05 were
married in May 2013 in New York’s Hudson Valley
with dozens of Rockers present. Evan Didier ’05,
who earned a JD at the University of Virginia and an
EdM at Harvard University, is a graduate admissions
recruiting specialist at Northeastern University’s
College of Engineering. Meghan McIntosh ’05
earned a BA at SUNY New Paltz in theater arts;
she has been working in theater tech at The Egg
in Albany, Bethel Woods, the Bearsville Theater in
Woodstock, Giants Stadium, and SummerScape at
Bard College. Jochai Ben-Avie ’06 is policy director
at Access (accessnow.org), an international NGO that
defends and extends the digital rights of users at risk
around the world, with members in 185 countries.
Joelle Chevrier ’08 spent the last year working as a
Chinese teaching assistant and institutional research
coordinator for Simon’s Rock. She is now in Qingdao,
China, for personal study and recruiting work for
Simon’s Rock. Abbie Nehring ’08 is working at
The Nation as an investigative fund intern. Charles
Powell ’09 finished up at Brown and is headed to
Stanford to do an MA in Russian, East European, and
Eurasian studies. Hillary Saviello ’09 is working as
a policy intern at Accessnow.org. Emily Schwab ’09
won a Fulbright scholarship to spend the 2013–14
academic year in Germany. In the course of earning
her honor, Emily keeps an impressive Simon’s Rock
streak alive: she is the seventh Simon’s Rock senior
in the last four years to win a Fulbright award.

2010–present

Jameson Lisak ’10 participated in City Year Boston
and is enrolled at Swathmore College where he is
studying political theory and theater. Brad Oerth ’10
completed the Bard Globalization and International
Affairs program, and he interned this past summer
at the East West Institute, a “global, action-oriented
think-and-do tank.” Danny Rivkin ’10 is studying at
Bates College in Maine and working with the Career
Services office at Simon’s Rock to develop a corps of
young alumni advising mentors for current students.

Notes compiled and written by the Simon’s Rock Institutional Advancement staff and Alumni Leadership Council. Tell us about your news notes at
simons-rock.edu/alumni/update.
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S t u d e n t s po t lig h t
Johanna collaborated with academic advisor David Myers to figure out
how to align a summer lab job with her academic goals. He says, “I had
two internships available, but neither matched Johanna’s research plans
for her thesis.” After talking with Johanna, David was able to rework one
of his internships to incorporate her research interests. Now, he confirms,
“Her internship is her thesis project.”
That thesis, tentatively titled Syntheses of Target Precursors and Analysis
of Their Roles in Certain Biological Activities, is well underway this fall.
The work entails synthesizing compounds found in marine sponges to
discover new antibiotics.

Study Away and Internships
Help a Science Student
Shape Her Senior Thesis
When senior Johanna Schwartz, who stands out on campus for
both her bold attitude and trademark plaid outfits, decided to spend a
semester at sea, the Las Vegas native had never sailed on a lake, much
less the ocean. But after researching several options and talking with
her advisor and other professors, Johanna leapt at the chance to enroll
in the SEA Semester Ocean Exploration program.
The 12-week program attracts students in all disciplines and integrates
marine science, maritime literature, history, and policy, and practical
seamanship with deep-water oceanographic research. After an intensive
onshore academic program at Woods Hole, MA, Johanna boarded the
134-foot SSV Corwith Cramer tall ship that would be her home for the
next six weeks.
On the ship, Johanna and 25 shipmates were part of the scientific team
and sailing crew, managing shipboard operations, navigating by the
stars, conducting research, and analyzing oceanographic samples during
the cruise from Key West to the Sargasso Sea. “My research focused on
locating the largest areas of phytoplankton [small single-celled plants of
the sea],” Johanna explains. “I expected to find phytoplankton in certain
conditions, for example nearest the surface at a level where there’s a lot
of light. Through research, I learned there are layers of phytoplankton
and a lot of different factors that could’ve influenced migration: nitrates,
phosphate, silicon dioxide, and diversity of phytoplankton.”

Back on Campus for a Head Start on Her Senior Thesis
Johanna’s time at sea confirmed her academic path. “I was always
interested in science, but it wasn’t until Simon’s Rock that I decided
chemistry was what I wanted to study,” says Johanna. “I had already
chosen biology for my second concentration, but SEA Semester definitely
amplified it in my eyes as my second major, and made me want to
include it in my thesis.”

Summer 2012 Northwestern University Research
Experience for Undergraduates
This isn’t the first time Johanna’s bold, resourceful attitude has helped
her scientific career. The summer after her sophomore year, Johanna
landed a 10-week internship with the Northwestern University Research
Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program. When alumnus Nicholas
Laszlo Frazer ’05 contacted Mike Bergman seeking help to improve the
quality of the REU program applicant pool, Johanna seized the opportunity
to apply. Laszlo explains, “Johanna was in an REU program which
frequently assigns undergraduates to work with my research group . . .
[before], the undergraduates I was getting were not even interested in
my discipline.”
The qualities that made Johanna a successful applicant closely matched
the goals set by the National Science Foundation (the agency that funds
the programs) including a desire to become a scientist. “Johanna did a
fantastic job as an undergraduate researcher,” Laszlo adds. “She assisted
us in preparing samples of cuprous oxide and evaluating their quality.
Some of the samples she made are likely the highest quality synthetic
cuprous oxide ever created. She is a coauthor on a manuscript which is
currently being peer-reviewed.”
Belief in Johanna’s acumen is a recurring theme. Mike Bergman echoes his
colleagues when extolling Johanna’s qualities: she’s upbeat, funny, smart,
and hardworking. Chemistry professor Patty Dooley’s description sums it all
up: “Johanna brings the same enthusiasm to everything she does.”

84 Alford Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230-1978
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2nd Annual
Alumni Athletics Reunion
Saturday, November 2, 2013
Come back for friendly competition with alumni
and students:
11:30 a.m. Soccer game
1:30 p.m. Tadd Gero ’03 Memorial
		 Swim Meet
3:30 p.m. Basketball game
Hospitality room for all participants between
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. in the Kilpatrick Athletic Center.
Please RSVP to alumni@simons-rock.edu by 10/28.
For more info, go to simons-rock.edu/alumni or call
Cathy Ingram at 413.528.7266.

July 11-13
All alumni are invited to the
Annual Simon’s Rock Reunion
as we celebrate the Anniversary Classes
1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
1994 1999 2004 2009
For more info: simons-rock.edu/reunion

